TEGLE SPECIAL SHAPER
Fast & Accurate
Dep. of North Mechanical Innovation AS

A Profitable Investment
Tegle T-KAPP is a unique concept. The machine
has fast and accurate settings, and is among the
fastest on the market. It takes less than 1 minute
to set up the cutter and less than 5 seconds to
change between the preset positions.
T-KAPP operates with accurate and rapid movements made possible by careful balancing and use
of closed bearings. This makes the Milling Machine
easy to handle and provides a very long life and
extremely low operating costs.

Further, T-KAPP cuts as large as 250x160 mm, so
the operator can easily make large cuts for major
structures.
Since the cutter is always operating through the
same point (0 point), it is easy for the operator to
adjust it.
This ensures high productivity and provides
steady earnings year after year.
As a result of the quality focus in all components
the reliability of the T-KAPP is very high. Expensive downtime and interruption in production is
thereby avoided.
With its space-saving design the machine frees
space for other production.

Unique Concept
T-KAPP has been developed over several decades
and represents a unique concept in milling of various notches in the beams and rafters. The machine is equipped with a turret to adjust the depth
of cuts. This makes it possible to reconfigure the
machine quickly.
Learning the machine is simple and can be done
in less than 10 minutes.

PLC- control
Tegle Produkter can also deliver the T-KAPP with
PLC- control for a fully- automated operation.
Through a touch screen or connected computer
the machine is programmed to perform desired
tasks.
For more information please contact
Tegle Produkter.

Cutting line and Accessories
T-KAPP can be built with a conveyor, pendulum
saw, feeder equipment etc. This integrates a highquality production line as needed in cooperation
with Tegle Produkter. This is to optimize use of
space and capacity.
Different types of tools and cutting heads can be
delivered on request.
Common aspects for all products and cutting lines
supplied by Tegle Produkter are very high quality,
long lasting and minimal space requirements.

TEGLE - World-Leading Quality
Since the beginning in 1940, Tegle Produkter has
gained a reputation as one of the world’s best
producer of woodworking equipment. Consistent
quality and extensive experience ensures that our
customers are among the most satisfied customers in the world.
As a part of our commitment to environmental
production, the components of our machines are
recyclable. We also offer replacement of all our
machines, as well as the upgrading and automation of its components.
A large number of our machines are more than
forty years old and are still in daily operation.
This gives our customers security for profitable
investment. All our products have extremely low
operating costs and on the basis of long life the
investment in a TEGLE-Machine will provide solid
earnings year after year.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TEGLE SPECIAL SHAPER - T-KAPP

Capacity

5-8 sec. per notch

Steering

1 operator

Milling Motor

5.5 kW - 220/400 V (standard- other options available)

Start

Magnetic start with motor protection

Milling cutter

250 x 160 mm (standard- other options available)

Spindle Diameter

40 mm

Height

1,850 mm

Width

1,100 mm

Depth

920 mm

Weight

Approx. 600 kg
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